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ABSTRACT

In Osaka Bay, a high speed tidal-jet from Akashi Strait, northwesterri entranee of the
bay, generates moving eddies, eontributing to vcrtieal mixing of thc water, while relatively

weak tidal eurrents and freshwat~rdischarge in thc inncr bay dcvclop vcrtical stratification.
A markcd tidal front is usually observed between the weIl-mixed and the stratified waters
even in winter. We made intensive investigations on the hydrographie strueture and
distribution of biological properties including fish larvae and their prey organisms in the
vicinityof the front and eddy.

Since the stratifieation is mainly caused by river diseharge, the stratified side of the
front is charaeterized by nutrient-rich and more productive water compared to the weil-mixed
side.· In fact, rcmarkably high copcpod densities werc observed at the front and its inner part
in summer; the density of adult copepods (~no~tly Paracalanus spp.) was more than 1,600 (ci E~, ,r<-cH i~
iridiv.ll at the front and rapidly declincd in the weil-mixed water. This suggests that the I) C(fJ\\.t.·cU.t 4)

• front potcntially ~'ovides an advantageous_feeding~tio~co.r .t1.le la.:va.e such as anehovy J I

~_~d-shad whieh are spawn:~i.I~.l!!_ei~~e~ b'!!:....__(ß~.L~o(li?Sntl,1_/J-'~:J_~c~4.11~C~ __
On thc othcr hand, thc cddies in thc wcIl-mixeCl water havc an cffectivc funetiOII of

trapping larvac,Glto thcm and contributc'to larval retention pa'rticularly in winter.--- The /
density of san~ lance larvae originati~g from the spawning/ground in the west ofAkashi //

Strait was about 8 times higher in'the eddy than that in,tlle surrounding wate! The patte{-n
of larval/ti'apping by the eddies'~an bc demonstratccl b~ a preiiminary numcl~calmodcl/

. /. / / . / Iexperiment. /
Th~s, the front and cddy sections c1escribed above strongly suggest that intcnncdiate'scale

phys'ical features could b~ crucial {or larval feedi;lg and retention lead(ng to the sue~ess in
rc6·uitmcnt. Aequsitie5.'1 of time'series data on the dynamic physical and biologieal' features

I / . .

is furthcr ncccssary to givc a fuH dcscription of thc front and cddy in Osaka Bay.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the last several deeades, a number of field studies have been made on the
interactions between larval distribution and hydrographie features (Noreross & Shaw, 1984;
Nak~ta, 1989; Heath, 1992). Among various hydrographie features, tidal fronts are 0 f gl"eat
interest beeause they may funetion as a barrier for egg and larval transport and possibly
eontribute to larval retention (lies & Sinclair, 1982; Riehardson et al. 1986). Several
studies have also revealed that mueh greater densities or elevated produetivity of zooplankton
ean be observed in the vieinity of tidal fronts, so providing potentially 'favorable feeding

eonditions (Ki~rboe & Johansen, 1986; Ki~rboe et al. 1988). N:ontheless field information on
the functional roles of these i ntermediate-seale physieal features in the egg and larval
survival proeesses is still seatteredand fragmentary; eontinuous eHorts toward piling up the
interdiseiplinary data are further needed.

The Seto Inland Sea (Fig.1) in the western part of Japan is eomposed of narrow straits
and wide basins, representing a strait-basin system (Fujiwara et al. 1994). The speeds of •
tidal eurrent in the straits are Iarge and often exeeed 3 m/s; in eontrast tidal eurrents in the
wide basins eonneeted with the straits are weak and rather stagnant. Due to the strong tidal
eurrent the water in and around a strait is weIl-mixed, while the water in a wide basin is
stratified partieularly in summer. This indieates that tidal fronts develop in between those
weIl-mixed and stratified waters near the straits. The wide basin of Osaka Bay (Fig.l),

whieh is loeated in the easternSeto Inland Sea, and the Akashi Strait, northwestern entranee
of the bay, forms a typieal strait-basin system.

T he aims of this paper are to deseribe the hydrographie eharaeteristies of the strait-basin. .
system in Osaka Bay, foeusing on the implieations of intermediate-seale physieal features
within the system for the distributions of biologieal properties such as fish larvae and their
prey organisms, and to diseuss the possible funetional roles of the intermediate·seale physieal
proeesses in larval survival and reeruitment.

2. HYDROGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF OSAKA BAY •

Osaka Bay has a mean depth of 28 m and an elliptie shape with a long axis of 60 km.
In the western bay, there is a gently sloping sandbank named Okino-se, w hieh has the

shallowest depth of 23 m. The width and the maximum depth of the Akashi Strait are about
4 km and 140 m, respeetively. The tidal eurrent speed through the strait reaehes 3 m/s

during the spring tides, while tidal eurrents in the eastern part of Osaka Bay are less than
0.1 m/s. As illustrated in Fig.2, the high speed tidal-jet from the Akashi Strait generates
moving eddies: a pair of counter-rotating vortices with the distanee of 6 km between the
centers of the vortiees,' whieh eontribute to vertieal mixing of the water. On the other hand,
relatively weak tidal eurrents and freshwater diseharge in the inner bay develop vertieal
stratifieation (Fujiwara et al. 1994). In addition, the aeeumulation of negative vortieity
carried by the cloekwise vortex drives the clockwise residual cireulation around Okino-se; we
eall it Okino-se Circulation thereafteL The sea water around Okino'se rotates cloekwise all
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day long regardless of the tidal phase.

A satellite image of Osaka Bay is shown in Fig.3 together with the sketch of the bay

system based on the image. The tidal current in the A kashi Strait is maximum westward.

The whitish mushroom-like structure to the southeast of the Akashi Strait represents the
vortex pair visualized by turbidity. The blob of high turbidity water to the south of thc

Okino'se Circulation is presumed to be a trace of ant~clockwisevortex formed in the previous

tidal-period. The dark area surrounding the Okino-se Circulation indicates the spread of

Yodo'river water discharged into the inner part of Osaka Bay, representing stratified areas.

A marked tidal front is usually observed between the weU-mixed and the stratified waters.

T he physical features of the front and eddy in the bay were already described i nc1uding
the flow characteristics and their implications for water and bottom quality of the bay

(Fujiwara & Nakata, 1991, Fujiwara et al. 1994, Yanagi et aL 1994). However there has

been still little information on the distribution of biological properties such as fish larvae

and their prey organisms in the vicinity of the front and eddy. We therefore made intensive

surveys on the hydrographic and biological features along the transects crossing the tidal

front in June-July 1991 and crossing the tidal eddy in January 1993.

3. DISTRIBUTIONS OF FISH LARVAE AND THEIR PREY

Observation in the vicinity of a tidal front in summer

F igure 4 shows the spatial distributions of fish larvae and copepods collected from the

surface water on 2 July 1991. The samplings of the larvae were carried out by a 5 -min tow

with the Ocean Research Institute (ORI) net, made of 0.33mm mesh filtering cloth, and the

copepods were c.ollected by pumping up 10 I of surface water simultaneously with the net

tows.

S ince the stratification is mainly caused by freshwater discharge from Yodo River (Fig.

3b) into the innermost part of the bay, the stratified side of the front is characterized by .
nutrient-rich and more productive water compared' to the well-mixed side in summer

(Matsuda, 1990). This probably leads to remarkably high density of adult copepods in the

inner bay of the front as seen in Fig.4. In particular, the densities of adult copepods (more

than 1,600 indiv.ll) and nauplii (about 600 indiv.ll) both had a marked peak corresponding

to the front, and those densities rapidly dec1ined in the weU-mixed water.

On the other hand, the larval density of gizzard'shad (Konosirus punctatus), one of the

most dominant species collected in this survey. also had a peak at the front, while total

abundance of the larvae including Blennioidae sp. as a ,dominant species was. appreciably
large in the front and its stratified side with a peak on the stratified side near. the front. In

addition, enormous amount of the eggs of anchovy (Engraulis japonicus) and K. puncutatus

were collected only in the innermost part of the bay (not shown). These results suggest that

the front potentially enhances larval retention and provides an advantageous feeding

condition for the larvae originating from the spawning ground localized in the innermost

pal"t of thc bay.
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Observation in the vicinity oE a tidal eddy in winter
Another important physical feature related to recruitment is the tidal eddy in the well

mixed water and its function of larval retention. Figure 5, demonstrating the distributions
of sand lance (Ammodytes personatus) and scorpionfish (Sebastiscus marmoratus) 1arvae
collected along a longitudinal transect in Osaka Bay (on 24 lan. 1993) together with
temperature, salinity and chl'~ sections, exemplifies that tidal eddies and Okino-se

Circulation (Fig.3b) driven by the tidal eddies appeal' to have an effective function of
trapping the larvae and contribute to larval retention. The density of sand 1ance lar.vae at

StnA, where vertical mixing due to the eddy motion was detectable from the hydrographie

sections, was about 8 times higher than that at the surrounding stations. Similar tendency

was found in the distribution of scorpionfish.

M ain spawning gro'unds of the sand lance are located in the west of Akashi Strait,

therefore strong westerly winds in winter, main spawning season, and the tidal-jet through

the Akashi Strait would be responsible for the larval transport from the spawning grounds to
Osaka Bay (Nakata, 1988). Then most of the lar~ae could be trappedi n the eddies and •
subsequently transferred to the Okino-se Circulation; this mechanism contributes to

preventing the larvae from being dispersed toward the offshore and failing to remain in their

nurseries.
In order to confirm the mechanism, an attempt to track the particles released at 2 hours

after the maximum west\'.~ard current from the west of the Akashi Strait (see Fig.6a) during a
tidal cycle has been made by computer. Figure 6 illustrates the particle distributions at

various tidal phases after the release; the tidal current at the Akashi Strait corresponding to

each phase is indicated by asolid arrow on the top of each figure. The tidal phase shown in

Fig.6f (maximum westward current at the Akashi Strait) is similar to that of the satellite
image previously shown in Fig.3a. It is noticeable that the convoluted structure of the

vortex-pair in the image is reproduced in the simulated particle distribution. Evidently most
particles are trapped in the inner part of tidal eddies and then in the frontal zone of the
Okino-se Circulation despite excluding the effect of convergence at the front and eddy from

the present preliminary calculation. This must be apart of the mechanism behind the •

remarkably high density of sand lance larvae at StnA, though tracking of the particles for a
longer period is further required.

4. DISCUSSION

R egarding biological features of the tidal front in the Bungo-Suido (Channel), western

entrance of the'Seto Inland Sea, Uye et al. (1992) reported that numerical abundance of
copepod nauplii were lower in the frontal area than in adjacent stratified and mixed areas

despite increased chlorophyll concentration and elevated fecundity of adult copepods at the
front. They also suggested that apparent high mortality of the copepod nauplii is probably

duc to predation by surface-dwellirig carnivores like jellyfish and pelagic fish larvae
accumulated at the front surface. Taggart et al. (1989), in fact, found a marked peak oi

jellyfish density at a tidal front in the Canadian coast, while the density of fish larvae was



quite low at the front: they rather suspected possible predation of the jellyfish on the fish
larvae.

In the case üf Osaka Bay, since the biological production in the stratified water of the
front is largely maintained by the nutrient supply from Yodo River, vertical mixing due to
the frontal disturbances may have a minor role in the production and i ts variability,
compared to the other cases where the nutrient sources were mainly. in the lower layer under
the thermocline. In other words, the tidal front and its stratified side plays a significant role
in providing potentiaBy favorable feeding conditions to fish larvae due to -the continuous

nutrient supply and subsequent enhancement 0 f the production of prey organisms I ike copepod

nauplii. In addition, the tidal front arid eddy act as a barrier/trap, thus keeping the larvae
retained in the nurseries where high densities of prey organisms are available.

In conclusion, intermediate-scale physical features we observed in Osaka Bay could be
crucial for larval feeding and retention leading to the survival and successful recruitment.

• There is still seriouslack of the information on the dynamic behavior of thefront and eddy.
Acquisition of time'series data covering the whole sequence of biological and ecological
changes for a longer period of time (more than a spring-neap tidal cycle) is therefore
indispensable to give a fuB description of the tidal front and eddyinOsaka Bay.
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Figure 1. The Seto Inland Sea (left), and topography of the Akashi Strait and Osaka Bay
(right): a typical example of a strait-basin system.
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Figure 2. Flow pattern observed with ADCPs at the end of westward current in the Akashi
Strait on 16 December 1986 (after Fujiwara et al. 1994).
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Figurc 3. (a) Tidal cddics in Osaka Bay, obscrvcd from thc artificial satcllitc MOS·l (thc
tidal currcnt in thc Akashi Strait is maximun-wcst\vard), (b) A sketch of thc cddy

systems in the westenrOsaka Bay (after Fujhvara et al. t 1994). Ticlal fronts
develop in betwecn western ,'{eil-mixed and castern stratified waters.
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Figure 4. Spatial changes in the abundance of fish larvae (top), copepods and nauplii
(bottorn) in the surface water along the transect crossing the tidal front in Osaka

Bay. The samplings were conducted on 2 July 1991 (see Yanagi et aL 1994 for
the Iocation of the transect).
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Figure 5. Cross-sectional distributions of temperature, salinity and chlorophyll-~

concentration along the longitudinal line of Osaka Bay (shown in the right-hand
side bottom) on 24 January 1993, and spatial changes in larval densities of sand
lance (right-hand side top) and scorpionfish (right-hand side middle) along the same

section. Solid lincs and dashed lines denote thc results obtained from horizontal
tows under thc surface and those from oblique tows from 0 to half of the water
depth, rcspcctively.
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Figure 6. Aserial dispersion paUern of the partieles releascd from thc west of Akashi

Strait and transportcd by tidal currents into Osaka Bay during a tidal cyclc. Solid
arrows on top denote the tidal phases indicated by the tidal currcnt at the Akashi
Strait corresponding to each phase.

a: initial distribution of thc particles (at 2 hours after the maximum westward
current)
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